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Above photo shows the wood supply which was needed by
an early-day smelter_ Obtaining coal was too costly_

Freighters risked their lives to haul equipment, food,
and medical supplies to mines through Indian country_

Few early-day miners were fortunate enough to have wives to boil
their laundry_ A great many were
forced to "batch it" - or take up
residence in a boarding house_

Once a prosperous community, this
mining town was abandoned long !
ago to the coyotes, lizards and bats_ :
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Open pit mining:
Excavating low-grade
ores on a vast scale
Years before actual excavation begins,
an exploration crew drills hundreds of test-holes
to locate and take samples of copper ore deposits
that lie buried in the mountain. At that time,
maps and other records are made - from which
mining engineers develop a long-range Master Plan
for excavating the ore.
Left : Survey crews at Kennecott's Ray Mines Division, using
Master Plan maps which have been frequently up·dated to keep
them current, mark spots where blast· holes are to be drilled.
Tractor·mounted rotary drills move in to sink 55·foot holes.
Below: Under supervision of the Blasting Foreman, each hole
is loaded with the precise amount of explosives needed. The
most rigid safety precautions are observed in the blast area .

Left: While safety-conscious members of the Drilling
and Blasting crew crouch beh ind an embankment hundreds of feet away, explosives shatter an average of
40,000 tons of material in each blast.

Continuous blasting and hauling turned
former mountain into huge man-made
crater at Kennecott's Ray Mine. Each
stair-like "bench" is 45-feet high.

Samples of the rock broken by the blast
are taken by Quality Control workmen to
be assayed and classified as ore - to
be milled or leached - or wast e matter.
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To provide better working conditions for Kennecott's
workmen - and to minimize abrasive wear on equ ip·
ment - dust is controlled by frequently sprinkling t ruck
haulage roads with a chemical-water mixture.

Three of Kennecott's large fleet of haulage truckswhich are maintained in top mechanical condition for
around·the·clock use by crews of three 8·hour shifts.

Even a giant haulage truck - upper right corner
of photo -looks small compared to the mountain
of waste rock anto which it is dumping a 55-ton
load . Such dumps cover many hundreds of acres.

Material classified as "ore" is hauled by trucks
and dumped - one truckload approximately every
3 minutes - into Primary Crusher, which prepares
it for shipment to Reduction Plant.
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Starting the trip from mine to smelter
It takes exc~llent long-range and day-to-day planning to maintain a smooth,
uninterrupted flow of copper ore from Kennecott's open pit mines at Ray, Arizona,
to the Reduction Plant in Hayden - a distance of twenty-three miles. It also
requires a high degree of efficiency in the utilization of both manpower
and equipment during every step of the journey from mine to smelter.

To maintain daily production of 22,500
tons of ore, six 38-car trains make the
trip every 24 hours from Ray to Hayden.
On their 23-mile journey, these trains
traverse picturesque, sparsely-settled
country that is little changed from the
days of "Boom and Bust" mining.

Standing astride the railroad tracks at Ray, the
Ore Storage Bin has a capacity of 7500 tons. As
empty ore cars pass beneath it, the ore flows by
gravity, tumbling down chutes which fill each car
to capacity. Kennecott's Ray Mines Division has
124 of these 100·ton ore cars in 24·hour service.
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Upon arrival at Hayden, a whole trainload of ore can be unloaded in minutes_
The ore cars, of "bottom-dump" design,
unload their cargo in Kennecott's big
underground Track Hopper. Over 50 feet
deep, the Hopper has a capacity of
6,000 tons - over 11/2 trainloads of ore.

At the bottom of the Track Hopper there are six
hydraulically-operated "feeders" that supply ore
to three 48-inch wide conveyor belts. They take
the ore up an incline for a distance of 535 feet
to a point high inside the huge Crushing Plant.
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Crushing and transporting ore
on conveyor belts to the mill

Above: Three conveyors feed
ore into the cone-crushers.

Sketch above is an overhead
view of a cone-crusher. The
two dotted circles show how
cone-shaped "head" r evolves and crushes are
against the outside walls of
a crusher.

Th is Control Panel operates
the entire crushing process.
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The function of the Crusher Plant is to reduce the incoming random-sized
ore from the Mine into sizes )~-inch or smaller. The ore passes through
three Second Stage and four Third Stage cone-crushers. The above diagram
shows, in simplified form, how the are is processed in the Crusher Plant.

Ore from Track Hopper enters on a can·
veyor belt (1). Bits of are which are
smaller than Ih-inch fall through a
double-deck screen di rectly onto belt
that by-passes crushers. Large chunks
of ore"are diverted by top screen (2) into
Second Stage Crusher (3). Lower screen
(4) diverts interm'Jdiate-sized are larger
than %-inch onto conveyor belt (5) that
also carries are crushed by Second
Stage Crusher up incline to %- inch
mesh screen (6) which diverts are larger

than that measurement into Third Stage
Crusher (7) . Conveyor (8) receiving ore
from Third Stage Crusher transfers it
to belt (9) that empties onto conveyor
"feeding" Ih -inch mesh screen over
Third Stage Crusher. This "closed circuit" system re-circulates all of the ore
which enters the Crushing Plant until it
is small enough to fall through %-inch
screen onto the bottom conveyor (10)
which carries ore toward the Fine Ore
Storage buildings.

Milling and Grinding
Reducing copper ores to powder fineness

The "wet grinding" cycle begins when the ore
is fed into the six Grinding Sections at
Kennecott's Concentrator in Hayden. Each of
these Sections has one rod mill, a leaching
circuit in which acids dissolve the oxide
minerals, two ball mills, and "cyclones" or
"classifiers" that separate slimes from sands. In
addition, four sections each have four smaller
ball mills and classifiers.

Left: A Kennecott grinding operator checks flow of
finely crushed ore into one of the rod mills. Man at
upper left of photo stands beside leaching drum.

The end-plate of a rod mill, below, was removed to
permit taking this photograph. The round objects are
the ends of heavy steel rods that tumble over and
over as the mill revolves. Copper ore, mixed with lime
and water, is pulverized by this action.
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After being pulverized in rodmiiis the ore goes into Leaching Circuit, where acids
dissolve out the copper from the tiny ore particles in which it is imprisoned. Leached
ore goes into various classifiers. A Bowl Classifier is shown above.

From the ball mills, the finely ground
ore goes to "cyclones," which separate
out the still·too-coarse particles and
send them back for additional grinding.

Cross section view of a Bowl Classifier
shows how revolving "rakes" agitate the
fine ore "slimes," causing them to flow
to outer edge and over rim into trough.
Larger, heavier "sands" sink to bottom.

Battery of 16 ball mills pulverizes "sands" to further fineness after they have been
separated by bowl classifier. Ball mills work like rod mills, except that baseball·sized
steel balls - instead of tumbling steel rods - are used to crush the ore.
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Flotation:
Tiny ore particles "hitch-hike" a ride
on rising bubbles
Flotation is the third phase of the L-P-F (LeachPrecipitation-Flotation) system used by the Ray Mines
Division to recover a higher percentage of copper
from low-grade ores. This is accomplished by : Leaching
non-sulphide copper minerals with sulphuric acid;
Precipitating the acid-dissolved copper with sponge iron
( which changes places with it); and recovering
the elemental copper by Flotation.
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In the Flotation process the ore - mixed
with a reagent and a "frothing" substance
- flows through long troughs. The sketch
above shows end·view of one. Air is blown
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This Kennecott workman in the L-P-F Building at Hayden is installing a new canvas " matt" in the bottom of
one of a battery of trough-like Flotation Cells. The air
is pumped through strong metal screen beneath canvas_
through porous bottom of trough, causing
millions of oily, sticky bubbles to form
and rise - carrying ore particles up and
over the top of trough's center section.
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40 FOOT
LEACHING TANK
Overflow material from sandswashing classifiers is fed into the
40 foot leaching tank where sUlphuric acid is added to leach out
the copper mineral and form a copper sulphate solution.

The solution is pumped into precipitators where sponge irona powdery metallic iron- is
added . This serves to drop, or
precipitate, the copper out of the
solution .

Pumped into abandoned mine
shafts, and onto some surface
ponds at the Mine Plant, water
percolating through the broken
bits of rock picks up traces of
copper and sulphur ferming a weak
copper-sulphate solution .

This solution is collected, pumped
into large vats or tanks and allowed to circulate freely.

Reagents,. consisting of a frother
and a collector, are added to this
watery pulp. The collector coats
the mi neral particles allowing
them to adhere to the bubbles
formed by the frother when compressed air is blown through the
bottom of the flotation cells.

To the rapidly circulating solution,
tons of old tin cans are added . The
chemical action of the coppersulphate on the i ron in the cans
causes the copper to precipitate
out of the solution.

The precipitated copper particles
fall to the bottom of the tanks.
The water is allowed to drain off,
the material, known as "cement
copper" is air dried ...

Sands from the classifier are fed
into ball mills, lime is added , and
70 tons of 3-inch steel balls grind
the sands to powdery fineness.

Materials sent from the ball mills
are conditioned with reagents.
(lime, a collector and a frother)
and the coppe r mineral is floated
out. (Pg. 14). Pine oil is employed
as the frother and Xanthate as a
collector.

SUMP PUMP

In the sulphide circuit, " sands,"
the coarse -ground product from
the rod mills is fed into the leach
drum and mixed with sulphuric acid
in amounts sufficient to leach oxide copper.

The leach drum discharges into a
series of counter-current washing
classifiers where the solutioned
copper is washed free of the sand
and fed up to the loP.F. circuit.

The process by which Kennecott utilizes waste materials
to recover every possible ounce of copper from low grade ores
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loP.F. tailings are fed directly to
the tailings disposal area while the
concentrate is fed to the smelter
area fo r disc and air dry"ing.

L. P. F.

CONCENTRATES
SMELTER
(Sponge Iron-Acid
plant in foreground .)

The underflow from the thickener
and the loP.F. tails flow into the
tailings disposal area where the
dry tailings look like desert sands .

DEWATERING

. . . then huge clamshell buckets
scoop up the precipitate copper ,
load it into railroad cars and it
joins the other concentrates at
the smelter.

WATER
RECLAMATION
All tailings with the exception of
those from the loP.F. plant are
pumped to the 325 foot thickener
from which Ray Mines Division recovers 4,500,000 gallons of water
daily.

The sulphide copper concentrate
is fed to the smelter for de-watering and air-drying, and then fed
into the Reverberatory Furnace for
smelting.

REAGENT
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UbhiES£l
The sulphide tailings contain pyrite (iron sulphide) mineral which
is a valuable by-product. From
pyrite, sulphur and iron can be
recovered .

The tails from the sulphide circuit
are pumped into cyclones which
condition the pulp by a scouring
action, resulting in. the removal of
lime film .

Tailings from the flotation cells
are rejected as waste material and
sent to the tailings dump.
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Again reagent (Xanthate) is added
to float the pyrite mineral in flotation cells. The resulting pyrite
concentrate is cleaned three times
by machines which resemble giant
eggbeaters .
The pyrite concentrate is pumped
to the Sponge Iron and Acid Plant,
where, through a roasting and reduction process, the sulphur and
iron are recovered .

The metallic iron is recovered as
a powder-fine sponge iron, the
sulphur is made into sulphuric
acid . Both are used in recovery of
the copper mineral.
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Water Conservation: 4,500,000 gallons per day ...
The amount of water available to Kennecott's Ray Mines
Division for processing copper ores is limited by Government decree, which apportioned water in the Gila
and San Pedro rivers to the legal users. It was therefore
18

necessary, in order to expand copper production to its
present-day capacity, to devise methods for reclaiming
and re-using large quantities of water. This was accomplished by building the above Water Reclamation Pond.

MATTE
Below: A Kennecott workman attaches crane-hook to steel ladle which contains
20 tons of molten matte drawn from tap-hole in Reverberatory Furnace_ Crane
Operator, high overhead , acts on hand-signals given by the man attach ing hook_
Crane hoists ladle aloft to a " converter" opposite the Reverberatory Furnace.

Matte is poured into cylindrical Converter Furnace. Then compressed-air is
blown into it, causing sulphur in the matte to go up the flue in form of
sulphur dioxide. Iron impu rities become iron oxide, are removed by add ing
silica rock "flux" to form "slag" that is skimmed off for reprocessing.
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Sampling ...
The Quality Control department plays a vital role in
mining, milling, and smelting of low-grade copper ores
by Kennecott's Ray Mines Division. Analysis
of rock samples taken in the pit enable the
production planners to schedule the most efficient
handling of ore, leach, and waste materialand to supply the Reduction Plant and Smelter
with an'uninterrupted flow of the required quantity
and quality of ores. Around-the-clock sampling
also provides a constant check on the operating
efficiency of each process and piece of equipment.

As molten copper is poured from Converter Furnace into giant
lildle,. a Kennecott workman on .a platf.o'rm uses long-handled
"spoon" to collect a sample for ari'alysis by Quality Control.
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Kennecott's Background

The birth of the modern copper industry occurred at the
turn of the century when a young engineer, Daniel C. J ackling, demonstrated at Bingham, Utah that production of the
metal from low-grade ore was commercially feasible. Before
that time copper came from small mines producing relatively
high-grade ore containing from 5 to 35 per cent copper. By
1900 these high-grade ore deposits were dwindling and, with
the dawn of the Electrical Age, the demand for copper was
increasing rapidly.
Jackling conceived the idea of mining and processing by
mass production methods the extensive deposits of low-grade
ore containing about 2 per cent copper. He demonstrated
that such deposits could be mined profitably from the surface
by using steam shovels (later electric) to remove the surface
rock and dig out the ore. He also took advantage of new
methods of metallurgical extraction, and especially the improved flotation process, for concentrating this low-grade
material. His procedure revolutionized copper mining and
made available vast additional reserves to meet growing
world requirements.
At about the same time that J ackling was experimenting
with new mining methods in the West, another young engineer, Stephen Birch, was prospecting in Alaska. He learned
of a newly discovered and exceedingly rich copper deposit
near Kennicott Glacier, not far from Mount Blackburn, and
acquired the claims to property which was destined to become the richest copper mine in the world. Some of the ore
assayed nearly 80 per cent copper and, in addition, contained
20 ounces of silver to the ton.
In 1903 William Braden, a New York consulting mining
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The beginning of modern copper mining Kennecott's Utah mine in 1906.

engineer, went to Chile to investigate a large deposit of ore
containing 2 per cent copper or better located in the Andes
Mountains in the periphery of an extinct volcano at an elevation of 7400 - 9200 feet. The property was developed as an
underground mine but as an "upside-down" one. Unlike most
underground mines, from which ore is hoisted to the surface,
at the Braden mine horizontal tunnels are driven into the side
of the mountain and the broken ore is gravity fed through
chutes into rail cars waiting below.
, These three events were the forerunners of Kennecott
Copper Corporation. The success of Jackling's process resulted in the development of large open pit mines, first in
Utah, and later in Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico; this
however required extensive capital. Birch's rich deposit was
valueless until the building of a railroad to tidewater, 200
miles acl'oss glaciers and canyons, could be financed, and
Braden's upside-down mine was not operable until ample
funds for machinery and equipment had been provided.
Money for getting Jackling started in Utah was advanced
by Charles M. MacNeill, Spencer Penrose and Charles L.
Tutt. Subsequently, greatly increasedamount~ were needed
for expansion to permit mining on the scale envisioned by
J ackling, and the principal source of the additional funds was
the firm of Guggenheim Brothers. This firm also advanced the
money necessary to develop the Braden underground mine
in Chile and, with J. P. Morgan & Co., the funds necessary
for developing the Alaska mines. After the proving of Jackling's process in Utah, similar low-grade ore deposits were
developed in Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico, and an impOltant factor in their financing was the firm of Hayden, Stone
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& Co. Others instrumental in the formation of Kennecott's

predecessor companies were Mark Requa (Nevada) and
H. O. Havemeyer II, (Alaska).
Operation of all four western mines was under the direction of Daniel C. Jackling. Thus, the management and/or
ownership of the companies operating the four western
mines, the mines in Alaska, and the mine in Chile were
closely connected. In 1915 the associated interests decided
to combine the companies into one corporate entity and, with
the Alaska company as the nucleus, Kennecott Copper Corporation was formed on April 29th. The new company immediately began acquiring the stocks of the Braden and
Utah companies. Subsequently, through acquisition and
mergers, the Kennecott family grew to include Nevada Consolidated Copper Company, Ray Consolidated Copper
Company (Arizona), and Chino Copper Company (New
Mexico ).
Kennecott derived its name from the location of the Alaska
mine near Kennicott Glacier, which was named after Dr.
Robert Kennicott, a well-loved explorer and naturalist, who
did much work in Alaska and died there in 1866. The spelling
became changed as a result of a clerical error.
It was early recognized that the Alaska mine, while fabu lously rich, would have a limited life. This was an important
reason why Kennecott's founders brought together the Alaska
operation and those of the long-lived, low-grade mines in the
West and Chile. The Alaska mine began producing in 1911
and was finally closed down in 1938, by which time all ore
of commercial value had been taken out. But it was the
earnings from this low-cost, high-profit operation that enabled Kennecott to come into being and to develop into the
world's leading copper producer.
Today the four western mines are still flourishing and the
Braden mine, the largest underground copper mine in the
world, after 50 years of operation is producing more copper
than ever.
In 1929 Kennecott entered the fabricating business by
acquiring what is now the Chase Brass & Copper Company,
a fabricator of copper and brass products, including rod,
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tube, shapes, and Rat rolled products. In 1935 Kennecott
acquired a manufacturer of electric and communication wire
and cable, and this business was expanded by the. acquisition in 1958 of The Okonite Company, a manufacturer of
power, communication and control cable.
The predecessor companies of Kennecott were pioneers
in the development of low-grade copper deposits. Large
amounts of capital were required for mine development, and
railroad and mill construction. Custom smelters and refineries
were already in operation, and it was unnecessary and generally uneconomical for Kennecott's predecessors to provide
their own smelters and refineries. But with the passing of
time this situation was altered by (1) the increase in Kennecott's smelting and refining requirements, (2) the benefit of
eliminating smelting and refining fees , and (3) the advantage of operational control over the entire sequence of copper
production. Consequently, in the period 1950-1960 Kennecott completed the construction or acquisition of necessary
smelters and refineries, and today the company is doing all
of its own smelting and most of its own refining. By the end
of 1965 all refining will be done at Kennecott's own refineries.

Kennecott's venture in Alaska -1909.
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The colossus of American open pits - Kennecott's copper mine in Utah today.
Kennecott has similar pits in New Mexico, Arizona and Nevada.

The heart of modern open pit
mining - a power shovel which
takes 14 tons of are at a bite.
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A 50-ton ore truck at
the Ray division.

Power drills prepare the
ground for blasting.

Explosives loosen the ore
ready for loading.

the huge electric shovels that eat into the walls of the pit
from which the ore and waste rock are first loosened by
blasting. These same bench tops serve as haulageways for
the transportation of both ore and waste. The ore is delivered to the crusher and mill by electric train or diesel
truck, and the waste is transported to the waste dumps by
the same means.
When pits reach depths that are excessive for ore haulage by rail or truck, skip or incline hoists are sometimes
employed to bring material to the top of the pit.
Underground Mining

This method is more costly than open pit mining and a
higher grade of ore is usually necessary in order to make it
profitable. Kennecott's only underground operation is located
50 miles southeast of Santiago, Chile, where our subsidiary,
the Braden Copper Company, operates the El Teniente (The
Lieutenant) mine, one of the world's great copper deposits
which, according to legend, was named after a fugitive Spanish army lieutenant who was supposed to have discovered it.
Here the ore, which has a copper content of approximately 2 per cent, is "caved" and drops downward through
inter-connected ore passes within the mountain to control
chutes and then into ore cars waiting below for hauling to
the mill.

PROCESSING
All five of Kennecott's copper mines have concentrating
plants (mills) located as close as practicable to the mines.
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hot mill to a thickness of approximately 1f2 inch. This strip is
then rolled on other mills to the desired thickness and sheared
to the required dimensions.
Copper and copper alloy tube and pipe are produced,
either by piercing or extrusion, from billets which vary in
length to 52 inches and in diameter from 3 to 11 inches, depending upon the final tube size desired. Under the 'former
process, the heated billet is pierced by rotating between rolls
and over a piercing mandrel with sufficient force to induce
the plastic metal to flow over the mandrel and form a shell;
after cooling the shell is pulled through successive dies and
over mandrels to reduce it in diameter and wall thickness to
the required size. Under the extrusion process, by which
shapes also are produced, the- heated billet is forced under
great pressure to flow through a hole in a die of the required
size and contour.
In ?rder to make quick deliveries to Chase's more than
40,000 customers, the company maintains a nationwide system of 26 strategically located warehouses, each of which
carries a full line of brass mill products. In addition, the
warehouses stock stainless steel and aluminum, thus rounding out a multi-metal Chase sales and service program.
Wire and Cable Products

Because copper is the best commercial conductor of electricity, the electrical and communication industries account
for about one-half of the U. S. consumption,chiefly in the
form of wire and cable.
Kennecott's subsidiary wire and cable company, The
Okonite Company, operates plants at Passaic, Paterson and
North Brunswick, New Jersey and Phillipsdale, Rhode Island.
It manufactures wire and cable for electric power transmission, control and signal systems, and electronic and communication circuits.
Copper wire is produced from wire bars approximately
4 inches square, 54 inches long and weighing from 250 to 275
pounds. The bar is heated and rolled on a rod mill into rods
from % to 1f2 inch thick. The rods are then drawn through
dies to the required sizes, sometimes to filaments no thicker
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